You know you’re in Global when...
…you spend the year with Morell, Gardiner, and Gillespie…
...this man introduced you to the funniest invasive species ever...
...doing things like this is completely normal...
... you made a house of index cards just to find out that Morell wanted to BURN it...
...you listened to a lecture about rocks...
and liked it...
...walking through a forest is intense...
…you spent hours on the Global bus, but waiting was worth it…
...you spent hours playing in dirt for class...
...wearing clothes *this* dirty is normal...
...these people gave you the best lessons and stories your sophomore year...
...doing things like this is completely normal...
...you’ve met a woman with an acid burn on her pants, and it’s the coolest thing ever....
...you realize it’s just a photo of group B...
...you grow grass in class...
...you spent a day investigating water quality...
..."just keep swimming" actually helps you just keep hiking...
...you know how to lose weight without eating less thanks to Mr. Savino...
...you spend an hour looking for the GLX power button...
...doing things like this is completely normal...
...you can explain the chestnut blight to a small child because we studied it so well...
...you can make your own maple syrup... with Mr. Savino telling you exactly how to do it...
…planting tress is not for the faint of heart…
...you know the function of that string isn’t just to keep tie things together...
...you watch Ms. Bailey randomly talk to a Monarch butterfly...
...West Virginia is truly wild and wonderful...
...you’ve gotten an inspirational speech from Mr. Sparrow...
GLOBAL WARMING
IS CAUSED BY THE SUN!

...you just laugh...
...running down a path after hiking is fun...
...hugging trees is a daily activity...
...you know it's 25 to stay alive...
...you accidentally do what Ms. Bailey is about to tell you NOT to do...
Mr. Sparrow teaches the boys to be gentlemen...
...nothing else matters when you’re outside with your friends...
...your favorite type of farm is a wind farm...
...you can identify trees without seeing them...
dressing like this in October is socially acceptable...
...messy rooms don’t matter, as long as there’s running water...
...a before and after picture doesn’t just apply to a makeover... but to a hike...
...You don’t go around a puddle, you go THROUGH it...
…Marsh isn’t just another name for Wetland…
...doing things like this is completely normal...
...you watch apes in APES...
...you study dirt... SOIL in class...
…you never want to leave the farm…
nothing is better than spending a day hiking...
...dirt is reason to smile...
...this makes you smile and remember all of our amazing trips...
The Global class of 2012 would like to thank their teachers for an amazing 4 years at PHS!